To popularize the dictionary among boys is the task which the official magazine of the Scout Movement, Boys' Life, has undertaken. That magazine has turned a study of the dictionary into a game, and called it "Scouting in the Dictionary." Forty-four prizes, valued at $100, will be given to winners. Appropriately these prizes include six dictionaries (the first a $30 and the second a ?27 book) twenty story books from the library approved by the Library Commission of the movement, and eighteen subscriptions to the magazine.
The contest that is proposed is simply the forming of words out of the letters contained in the phrase "Boy Scouts of America." But with its stories about the dictionary Boys' Life is impelling boys to search the dictionary in this "game" and to abide by its definitions, and in this way is opening to them a new world of words, which will make for the enrichment of their ideas.
Teachers may be able to use this contest to quicken the interest of some of their classes. If so, the Boy Scouts' magazine will be very glad to cooperate with them. The address is 200 Fifth Avenue, New York.
